How About You?
Ralph Freed & Burton Lane 1942  practice sheet at ukesterbrown.com 2011 (1st note sung is a “G”)

G    Gdim    Am7    D7
I like New York in June -- how about you?
G    Gdim    Am7    Fm6
I like a Gershwin tune -- how about you?
Em7    G7    C    Cm6
I love a fireside when a storm is due;
B    F#7
I like potato chips, moonlight and motor trips --
B    D7
How about you?
G    Gdim    Am7    D7
I'm mad about good books -- can't get my fill.
Dm    Fm6    Em7    Am7
And Franklin Roosevelt's looks give me a thrill.
D7    G
Holding hands in a movie show
B    Am7    Cm6
When all the lights are low may not be new,
G    Am7    D7    G
But I like it -- how about you?

(Added verse by Ukester Brown)

G    Gdim    Am7    D7
I like Minnesota's June -- how about you?
G    Gdim    Am7    Fm6
I like the harvest moon -- how about you?
Em7    G7    C    Cm6
I like those quiet times, they've gotten to be so few
B    F#7
I like choc'late chips, warm quilts and witty quips
B    D7
How about you?
G    Gdim    Am7    D7
I like my real books -- can't get my fill
Dm    Fm6    Em7    Am7
And Mrs. Ukester's looks -- she gives me a thrill
D7    G
Having fun on a lake of blue
B    Am7    Cm6
Paddlin' in a good canoe- seating for two
G    Am7    D7    G
Yeah- I like it -- how about you?